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n this issue . , ,

Its intention seemed unimPeach-
able in the realm of equity: The

Envi¡onmental Protection AgencY
adopted its new Cross-State Air
Pollution Rule to remedy significant
interstate power plant contributions
to air quality problems. BuÇ as

Brian H. Potts argues ür his
compelling essay, the rule is ftaught
with practical, tegal and equitable
problems. In essence, the rule's
design seems to over-regulate some

states, while r¡¡rder-regtl"ti^g others,

in viol,ation of the Clean Air Act. It
makes for a sober opening artide in
this month's Electrícity lournal.

Given the great interest being
gameredby feed-in tarifß as a mearu of
incenting the transition to altemative
energy sources, it is constructive to
zero in on one ground-level example
of where the tariffs are being
employed to examine the imPlica-
tions of the mechanism. Mehrdad
PirnioJatin Nathwani and David
Fuller take us on an exploration of
FITs in Ontario, and their overall
impact on the social welfare. Their
conclusion? If unbounded, existing
FIT tariffs would have a large negative
impact on consruner welfare, with an

overall net loss on total social welfare.
They offer some ideas on controlling

a a
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the negative impacts of FIfs, mainly
by controlling the quantities.

Sat¡¡ren Maiumdarand
Deb Chattopadhyay similarþ take a

close look at a nim market in order
to expl,ore the macro implications of a
signiÊcant trend - in this case, thd debt
crundl and its impact onbaseload
invesfrnent, emissions, and prices. The
authors review shrdies of theAusralian
context to offer some insights into the
issue. Polícy uncertainty, they wam,
is one of the key issues boday that is
contributing to investor nervousness,

especially when it comes to baseload
generation invesbnent.

Next in this issue, Tarjei Kristiansen
examines the sptem in Germany
to offerwhateffectiveþ is a primer
on how electricity Ís analyzed and
traded by professional analysts and
traders. He describes the most
comrnonly used trading and hedging
strategies and explains how stack
models as a decision support tool can

heþ the global hudi^g community
respond efficiently to rapid change.

This month tl:re lournal borrows
from the online world to offer an
r.¡nusual take on the issue of
decoupling, compiling an elaborate
set of frequently asked questions, and
their answers, thanks to Nalural
Resources Defense Council's
Dylan Sullivan, DewaWang and
Drew Bennetl With their answers,

the trio attempts to clea¡ up many
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misconceptions about
using case studies, previous
regulatory filinç, an{ dre

own extensive experience in
regulation-

Weillan,Moham¡rad
and Zuyi Li eurploythe WINS
lation tool b analyze large-scale
energ:f integration in the Eastern
Intercbnnection- Ihe simulation
gests that such integration will
major impact on the hourly
ment and dispatdr of gas and
unib, especially at off-peak load

Nexç l. RobertMalko and
Vicki M. Baldwin attempt to
thoughtfu I framework for
review as a regulatory tool that
balance risk sharing between
utility invesüors and utility
especially in this era of
complex cnqporab reshuctrrinp.

Finally, David C Lineweber
to consumer rcseardt data to
some ways of understanding
tial customer support for - and

sition to - Smart Grid
The issue, he argues, is less one
educating consurners about the

ised downsbeam benefi ts than
suring them on why they can
should trust the promises made
them by their utility on these
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Prudence Review and
Traditional Revenue
Requirement Regtlation:
Some Thoughts

Prudmce reuieuJ is øn importønt teguløtory tool and

føcíng regulatory commissions'

l. Robert Mallco and Vícki M. Bøldwin

I. Introduction

Regulatory tools that are

currently being aPPlied bY state

regulatory commissions within
the framework of revenue

requirement regulation include

prudence review, the used and

useful standard, regulatory

planning, and limited
incentives.l Prudence review and

the used and useful standa¡d are

the more traditional regulatory

tools and have had a relativeþ

long history of discussion and

application in the regulation of

elechic utilitiesi If costs or

expenditures ¿ue found to be

imprudent bY a regulatory

com¡nission, then these sPecific

costs a¡e clearlY not "just and

reasonable" and ate e"'cduded

from the approved levenue

requirement. The Primary
purpose of this artide is to

present a prudmce review
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application framework of
evaluation criteria for a range of
issues in the regulation of electric
utilities.s In this era of
increasingly complex corporate
restructurings in the electric
utility industry, effective use of
prudence review is an important
tool for regulators to add¡ess a

range of issues facing the
regulated electric utility
subsidiary.

II. Some Principles for
Determination õf a
Reasonable Revenue
Requirement

Prudence is included in the

overall basic business standa¡ds
and practices that energy utilities
are required to follow, commonlY
referred to as "good utilify
practice."4 The Federal Energ'y

Regulatory Commission (FERC)

defines "Good Utility Practice"
for regulated electric utilities in
the following tn¿¡nner:

Any of the practices, methods and

acts engaged in or approved bY a

significant portion of the electric
utility indusÇ during the relevant
time period, or any of the practices,
methods and acts which, in the

exercise of reasonable judgment in
light of the facts known at the time
the decision was made, could have

been expected to accomPlish the

desired result at a reasonable cost

consistent with good business

practices. reliability, safety and
expedition, Good Utility Practice is

not intended to be limited to the

optimum practice, method, or act to

the exclusion of all others, but
rather to be accePtable Practices,
metltods, or acts generally accepted

in the region.s
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B asic business standa¡ds and

practices in this FERC

definition are consistent with and

reflected in the definition of
prudence found in many state

regulatory comnission statutes.

The pmdence of utilitY
managerial decisions should be

evaluated and judged based on the

reasonableness at the time that
these business decisions were

made andbasd. on the

inforuntion that was available at

In this ern of
increøsingly complex
corporate
restructurings in the
electric utility industry,
effectiae use of prudence
reaiew is øn importønt
tool for reguløtors.

that time. Prudence review is

dearly not an ocercise in the

application of hindsight
regulation A prudent business

decision reflecb a reasonable

policy decision made by a business

manager who considers the

inforuration and uses the

analytical tools reasonablY

available at the time of this

decision.

T n determining a reasonable

I ."*r"r,rr" requirement,
economic regulation should also

be seriously considered. The role
of economic regulation of a
monopoly is to produce the
results, in a reasonable manner, of
a workably competitive market
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concerning prices and earnings.

Regulatory rateuraking is certainly
not a cost reimbu¡sement scheme

and should not insulate the
regulated elechic utility from the
risks of conducting business.

Economic regul,ation of a
monopoly electric utility is
focused on encouraging efficient
behavior and efÊcient outcomes,

which are consistent with the

activities of a prudent business

manager.
Risk sharing and riskbalancing

between the regulated elecbic

utility and its custoners is also an
important aspect of economic

regulation. To meet public interest
concems, regulatory com¡nissions

needs to ensure that there is

reasonable risk sharing and

balancing when addressing a

fimge of economic issues. As
pointed out by former Chaírman

Myron B. Katz of the Oregon

Public Utility Comrrissiorç 'The
principal objective of utilitY
regulation is to protect coruilmels
from the lack of competition. It
carurot be repeated often

enough."6

III. Evaluation Criteria

By combining the concepts of
good utiliby practice and econornic

regulation, the following specific

evaluation criteria for prudence

review are proposed:
(1) apply regulatory statutes,

rules, standards, and policies;
(2) avoid hindsight;
(3) apply the reasonable

business standard, not a
hypothetical idea!



of and response to

important changes in business

risks; and
(5) evaluate managemenfs

awa¡eness of relevantpolicies and

practices of other energy utilities.
rfi hese proposed criteria are

I based upon, and exte¡rsions

of, concepts presented in the
generally accepted public utility
economics literature.T They reflect

concepts of fairness, efÊcimcy,
and risk Moreover, these criteria
provide a workable framework for
regulators to make a reaso¡rable

prudency determination and
determine if a proposed elpense

should be included in the revmue
requirement or exduded from the

revenue requirement. Table 1
presents a diagram of the
prudence review framework

It is inportant to consider the

following when conducting a

prudence review:

The cnrx of the difference between
regulatory responsibility and
managerial duty is the matter of
initiative. Utility management is

expected to initiate action on the

economic activities which it
di¡ects. It is expected to take the

necessary steps to provide the

service, to raise the capital, and to
file the rates.

This statement does not mean that
the regulatory com¡nission has no

influence over such action. It maY

¡eview and (if necessary) revise,

but not di¡ect or supervise, the
originat action. It also means that
inaction, inappropriate action, or
refusal to act automatically passes

the initiative along to the com-
nrission, which then has authority
to take corrective action under the

law. Furtherrnore, past policies
and decisions of the commission

Table t: Prudencti Revlew Framework.

Cdþrla

(1) Commission sþtutes, rules,

shndad, policies

(2) Foresighl not hindslght

(3) Reasonable business shndards

(4) Changing business dsks

(5) Oher utility p¡itc{ce{¡

þplicatlon of ctibda to speciflc íæues

(1) Construc[on æsts

(21 0peraüng expenses

Connission decffion

(1) Prudent; included ln revenue

requirement or

(21 lmprudent excluded from revenue

requirement

also affect and govern present and
futu¡e action by utility mafttge-
ments."8

In short, energy utility
managerrrent decides, but
regulatory courmissioru; oversee.

Concerning the ûrst evaluation

criteria, state regulatrory

commissions tlryically have
relevant regulatory statutes, nrles,

standards, and policies concerning
regulatory prudence ¡eview for
rate cases. For example rTitle 54,

Section 5444(4)(ù of the Public

Service Commission of Utah
statr¡tes sets forth the standa¡ds for
this regulatory commission to
conduct a prudence review.

(aXa) If, in the commissio¡rjs

deter¡ni¡ration of just, teasonable,

o¡ sufficient rates, the commission

considers the prudence of an

action taken by a public utilitY
or an expense incurred by a
public utility, the commission

shall apply the following
standards in making its pmdence
detenni¡ration:

g0 t144-61g0/8-see front matter @ 201i Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved., doi:/10.1076/j.tej.2071.09.0M The Electricity loutnøI
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(0 ensr¡¡e þt and reasonable

rates for the retail ratepayers of
the publíc utility in this state;

(ü) focus on.thereasonableness
of the o(pense resulting from the

action of the public utilityþdged
øs of the tíme tlu actìonwas token;

(üi) detem¡ine whether a rea-
sonable utility, Iamrtng w'lßt tlrc

utíJíty lotstv or tu.sorubly shulil
høtelnown øt the tíme of the øctbn,
would reasonably have incu¡red
all or some portion of the o(pense,

in taking the sa¡ne or some othen

prudent actioû and
(rv) apply other factors deter-

mined by the commission to be

relevant, consistent with the

standards specified in this section.

(b) The commission maY find
an expense fully or pa¡tially
prudent, up to the level that a

reasonable trtitity would reaf¡on-

ably have inctu¡ed. (Emphasis

added.)
The proposed criteria are

esrbodied or reflected in this

statute.
As to the second evaluation

criteria, it is critical that the

application of the prudence

review fra:nework not be based

on hindsight.Instea{ it mustbe
based on whether bueiness

decisions at the time they were
made were reasonable

considering the facts and

conditions at that time. According
to Prof. |anes C. Bonbright,
prudent investment "must have

been prudently incurred in the

light of foresight rathe¡ than of
hindsight."e

The third evaluation criteriä
requires that application of the
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prudence review framework not

be based on a perfect or ideal

application of known business

models to obtain an exact Perfect
solution to a business problem.

Onthe contra¡y, the application of
the prudence review framework
should be based on reasonable

l,cnowledge of facts and

application of reasonablY known
a¡rd workable business models to

a business problem at the time of
decision.
rTt he fourth evaluation criteria
I is based on the reasonable

working assumPtion that

efficient utility marugers should

be aware of and resPond to

changes in external and internal
business ¡isks. To address the

interests of both investors and

ratepayers, prudent utilitY
¡nanagers, as financial agents of
the utility, need to recognize and
implement policies to resPond

effectively to changing business

risks and associated imPacts on

revenues and/or costs. The

failure by a regulatory
commission to use Prudence
review effectivelY Protects
inefficient utilrtY management,

but harms captive ut'rlitY

customers and uninformed
utility investors.

F inatly, the fifth evaluation

criteria, is based on the

¡easonable working assumPtion

that efficient utilitY managers

should make themselves aware of
relevant policies and practices of
other energy utilities. When

addressing sPecific business

problems, Prudent utiltY
managers should be aware of

releva¡tt exPeriences at other

utilities by networking through

professional organizations such as

the Elechic Power Research

Institute and the Edison Elecbic

lnstitute. Prudent enerS'y utility
managets should also dearlY learn

from the experiences of managers

at other utilities induding the

managers at affiliated utilities-

IV. Summary

Prudence review is an

important regulatory tool and

should be applied in an informed

and reasonable manner to add¡ess

and balance risk sharing between

utility investors and utilitY
ratepayers especially in this era of

increasingly comPlex colPorate

restrucfurings.lo Concerning the

issue of "úmef' the focus of
prudence review analYsis should

always be conducted based on

thoughtful and infor¡ned

foresight at the time of decision

and not on ideal and

urueasonable hindsight. A
prudence review analYsis bY a

regulatory commission is critical

to utility ratepaYers, who should

not pay for imPrudent and

unreasonable costs, as well as to

utility investors, who can use the

corporate goverrurnce framework

to address inefficient behavior bY

utitity managers, the utili!y's
firuncial agents. The application

of prudence review is an effective

regulatory tool for risk sharing

and risk balancing between

customers and investors. The

proposed framework in this

article will hopefully add value to

efforts in applying prudence

October 2011, vot.24,lssue g 1040-6190/g-see front matter @ 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved', doi:/10.1016/i.tei.201'l'a9'004 91
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review to a range of issues facing

regulatory commissions.r
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